
Exec Meeting Monday, February 6, 2017 : 
 

President: John Langelund    Vice President: Eileen Duhig-Larson  
ESP Vice President: Sandra Cruickshank   

Treasurer/Membership: Erin Roche     Secretary: Erin Brickman  
 
                       **People in bold are in attendance. 

School of Dual Language 
       Kristi Aguilar     Millie Naughton 

Elementary North 
Katie Bartel      Hillary Marchel  

Lisa Lasko       Matt Polnow 
 

Middle South 
Dave Kleinschmidt         Renee Schiemann 

Anthony Dengler  Thom Koch  
Laura Watkins Ryner  

Cathy Byrne  

Middle North 
Linda Knezovich     Karen Lemon  

Shelly Goodman      Val Cohen  

Elementary South 
Karen Brennan      Erin Dingman  

Katie Krajewski    Connie Wrobleski  

Townline 
Terri Plohr          Marc Infante   

Jodi Jost  
 

Aspen 
Anne Foley    Lindsay Gerjol  

 Joy Brocks    Michelle Pogachnik  

Lincoln School 
Cheryl Sanks      Carrie Strauts  

 
 

Tower 
Nathan Hahn  

 

 
 
CALL TO ORDER: 3:20 PM Meeting ended at: 4:34 PM 
Motion to Adjourn  
1st: Roche 
Second: Brickman 
 
Norms: 

1. Budget -  
1. Discussion: NA 
2. First: Brickman Second: Bartel - approved unanimously  
3. Region donation - Donate a $100 for a person who has gone above and beyond 

our region and is retiring. - Approved.  
       2. Approve the Minutes from 1/11/17 -  

1. Discussion: NA 
2. First: Roche  Second: Gerjol - approved unanimously  

 
      3. Region update 

1. Discussion: Regional Assembly (RA) 
a. Proposed  due increase will be $5 ($0.27 a paycheck) the first year and 

$10 the 2nd year for a total of $15. ESP $2 for first and 2nd year will be 
$5 - total $7 - this will be voted on over spring break at the RA.  



b. This is for a YEAR, not per check.  
c. Bulk of our dues goes to IEA and NEA  

  
 
 
Old Business: 

1. PO Box 
a. Voting over two days instead of getting a PO BOX - waiting to hear back from 

legal.  
2. New Teacher feedback - Below is the feedback we have already received. Anything 

else related to what you (NOT a mentor) have done to help a new teacher with that could be put 
on the Mentor “To Do” List? Feedback?  

a. Aspen -  
b. DL/TL -  

i. 1.  It is agreed that new staff don’t receive adequate training in things such as 
PowerRTI, MAP, etc. After school sessions in topics such as these are not geared 
toward new users. New teacher meeting time could be used for training in these 
areas. 
2.  Mentors have expressed feeling bad when they are unable to support the needs 

of new staff members.  
3.  Generally, mentees appreciate having a go-to person in their building. 
4.  Idea - number of building mentors should reflect the number of new staff in that 

building. Come up with a ratio? 
5. Idea - have a hybrid system where there are building mentors for classroom 

teachers and 1:1 mentors for specialists. 
6. Some past issues were brought up - Homework is still being given - often told in 

an untimely fashion, many things still feel “extra” and may be difficult to apply to existing 
lesson plans. This homework is often presented in a nonchalant way leaving expectations 
up to interpretation. As a result, many new teachers spend hours putting the assignment 
together only to find that it is used as a talking point, or that they went above and beyond 
what was really expected.  

 
c. EN-  
d. ES - what teachers do to help new hires is what any employee would do to help 

someone who is new to the district. 
e. Lincoln -  
f. MN -  
g. MS -  
h. TL -  

From Breakfast meeting: The specials/nonacademic need a more specific person; Lisa liked that idea. 
Duhig emailed Lisa and Karen with the feedback. 
 

3.  Upcoming Committees - are you interested?  Email: Brickman by  MARCH 
● Negotiation -  

○ Team - 
○ Research/Strategy - collect data  

     ** Will have a listening session towards the end of the year about contract concerns.  
 
 
 
 



 
 

4. Upcoming conferences 
a. ESPs NRCP Conference April 1-3 in Chicago - more for paraprofessionals.  
b. Early Education Teachers Retreat 2/10-2/11 in Springfield 
c. NEA/RA Boston 6/30-7/5 

i. From Hawthorn, Conrad Floeter & Kathryn Bartel are running. Room for 
2 more people! 

d. Summer Leadership (SLA) begins July 24th 
 
 5.  Mediation training 3/20/17, MSN, 3:15. Linda Knezovich’s room - park and knock 
outside of door 19, if you want to fight the TL parking lot :)  
 

6. By-Laws - One last view by members for feedback. PDF will be sent with changes in  
color. 

 
 
 

New Business: 
 

1. Election Committee 
Looking for 3 people to run elections for THIS year. This doesn’t need to be a 

building rep, any member can do it. Organize handouts, count, etc. Only 2-3 times a year. 
Interested? Contact Brickman.  

 
2. GPA Mini-Conference Update - discussing Illinois’ current state, money that goes to 

education, Dick Durbin spoke about what’s going on at the National level. Things are tense and 
they need to work through things. Organize, don’t agonize!  

Duhig made an update worksheet - we will send this out.  
 
3. Vote on By-Laws - We will send out a pdf; it will be coming soon. Again, just waiting to 

hear back from legal.  
 
4. Dr. Seuss jeans fundraiser (70:30 raffle). We’re looking into the weeks of 2/13-2/22 - 

Nick has approved, please kindly remind your principal. $1/day. Each day earns you a raffle 
ticket!  

3 people will win 10% of the money.  
We will send out a flyer and the raffle tickets.  
*Sandra will ask the secretaries to please hold the money on their desk 

THIS HAS ALREADY BEEN SHARED WITH YOU. SEARCH, “HEA Jeans” 
 
5. Feedback about Gradebook-- are people still having issues? 
 
6. What questions would you ask on the MyLearningPlan evaluation? 
 
7. Overtime for IEP/504 meetings that run past contract hours:  
IEP meetings - Plan for communicating to AT and staff about 15 minute past contractual time 

1. Per Brad and Lynn— Staff should put it in True Time when a meeting goes over, and their principal 
will approve it. 



2. If the meeting is run by Erin Witt or Laura Delagrange, staff should put it in True Time, & Erin/Laura 
will email principals so they know to approve it. 
 
 

8. Retirees - HEA communication - Ask retirees if they want to start an email chain (sad 
news, good news, IEA recommendations) - If some is interested, please email ROCHE 
their email address. - Spread the word at your building, please. There should only be a 
handful emails a year.  
 
9. Update on HEA committees: 
    -Workload--met 1/19 & next meeting 2/9/2017 
    -PD- TBD 
    -Licensed Evaluation--met 2/1/2017 
    -ESP Evaluation--will meet at the end of year to review and get feedback on the new  
                                 procedure and evaluation 

 
Side note: Kindergarten teachers will be heard, not sure when. At this time, there aren’t 
blueprints so yes, there aren’t rooms for specials - that will come, don’t worry. Everything needs 
to be determined. The architects are starting to look at these things. It is believed the architects 
will meet with the K-teachers to hear their concerns. **It has been shared that there was 
disappointment in not contacting these teachers ahead of time.  
 
Condolences: 
Val Cohen - daughter-in-law 
John Hope - father 
  
School Reports: 
 
Aspen 
 
We understand that Nick B. wants to meet with Kindergarten. When will this happen? 
The next time they have a grade level (next week), Lisa, Nick, and John will facilitate a meeting with them to hear 
ideas and concerns and answer questions.. 
 
 
Is district reading the feedback from the My Learning Plan surveys? We have teachers that know that they 
have voiced their concerns, but the concerns have not been addressed.  “District states that they have not 
heard of their concerns.” 

1. Per HEA members, there are few comments for PD days. 
2. At least 15 people on HPC review it each month. 
3. The majority of comments are about parking and lunch. 

 
 
There are no designated areas on the New Kindergarten Building Map for Specials, Art, Music and Library. 
Will these subjects still be taught and if so, where? 
There is no building design yet, so we need to see the plans. 
 
 
Dual Language  
 



Multiple kindergarten teachers expressed distress over the fact that they are not being involved in 
conversations about the new plans for the kindergarten building. They know that not every detail is set in 
stone yet, but they would like to be a part of the conversations around this move and to get more information 
as it becomes available, as there are currently a lot of questions and rumors swirling around. For example, 
one teacher was told that her classroom would be a kindergarten classroom by day and a park district room 
for the afternoon/evening, which she was not thrilled about. Bottom line, they want to be involved and they 
want more information. See side note above.  
 
Elementary North  
1. When does the salary schedule have to be completed? Is there a financial report sent to the IRS at the 
end of the fiscal year? A teacher had an issue with pay in the past, but was told that because the “reports” 
were in, she would not be able to get the extra pay she was due. John: We are working on the salary issue 
and hope to have some resolution in a couple weeks. There are only about 12 people affected this year, and 
potentially a similar number next year.   I believe wages are submitted as we go, so any changes are 
allowed and do not need to be in stone.  
 
2. Some are still unclear about sick day notes. If someone misses 3 days in a row due to illness, do they 
need a doctor’s note? Sandra:Three consecutive days due to illness, DO can require a doctor's note. I 
believe the labour act/law is the same. 
 
3. If you miss a day before or after a holiday due to illness, do you need a doctor’s note? Brickman: No note 
is needed. Don’t let it become a habit. 
 
4. We have one class that has 6 students out of 18 that have an IEP. Is this breaking the 70:30 rule? 
Roche: Yes it is over 30%.  Can you please forward the time of the class, the name of the class, and 
teacher's name. 
 
5. A 12 month principal secretary who is going on maternity leave in July and wants to take her 30 paid sick 
days and 4 personal days on maternity leave and would like to take 10 paid vacation days to make it a 44 
day maternity leave. Can she use her 10 paid vacation days as part of her maternity leave? Sandra: I 
reviewed the contract regarding vacation days. It states 12 months employees have 18 months to use their 
days and that vacation needs to be approved. It does not specify what you can or cannot use days for.  The 
4 personal days and 10 vacation days need to be approved by Administration. The only issue I could see is 
the timing of the days off coinciding with the start of the school year and the impact that may have on the 
office staff. I will contact Dave Jelliff our UniServ Directory to confirm.  
1/20/17: Dave Jelliff said she should be allowed to use vacation days at any time. 
1/30/17: Lynn confirmed that 12 month employees can use vacation days for maternity leave. Lynn was 
quoting eligibility of teachers maternity leave when she first spoke to the principal secretary who is a 12 mo. 
ESP. 
 
6. Teachers who have a Type 75 must take at least 1 Administrator Academy class per 5 yr licensure. How 
are they to be informed of what/when courses are offered? One teacher called Lake Co.ROE and was told 
our district should be providing that type of professional development or at least give the course catalog that 
current building administrators receive.  
Discussing with DO at tomorrow’s meeting. 
 
7. A teacher who is currently receiving the 6% due to upcoming retirement found out this year that last 
school year (15/16) she could have received $21.20 as a stipend for being a building mentor. She didn’t 
realize last year that the money was available and was never informed by District that she could have put in 
for the building mentor stipend to receive that amount. Currently, she is a building mentor at no cost to the 
district. This teacher emailed Brad in September when she found out about the amount, but was told it was 
too late and there was no way to correct this because the TRS reports were already submitted. Is there 
anyway she can receive $21.20 as it will still make a slight difference in her pay and retirement for the next 
years to come? 
 
Elementary South  



***** Teachers want a firm timeline when the salary schedule will be resolved. "meeting weekly with District 
office to work on salary schedule issues and sharing outcomes as they come” is not enough information. 
Teachers believe this will drag on until the next contract. If meeting are ongoing, then please given specific 
updates after each meeting so we can see if progress is being made. Teachers want a commitment of a 
resolution date to determine if next steps are to be taken. 
 
 
Lincoln  

 
Middle School North 
 
1. HPC sets agenda for Early Release days….talk with members to discuss concerns 
 
2. Feedback - Professional Development Days: lack of differentiation for various groups This was shared 
with Karen. She is sending John Reid around and gathering information to differentiate as much as possible. 
 
3. ESP’s should be assigned a device of some sort - Nick is open but needs more information and needs to 
see what tech will be available in  
 
 
4. Feedback - Professional development: teachers should not be asked to develop curriculum. This should 
be the responsibility of Curriculum directors Shared with Lisa. Duhig will meet again with Lisa after more info 
is gathered.  
 
5. Some “experts” to assist with  curriculum development (i.e. Shay McCorkill for Social Studies) have not 
been helpful.  Brickman: Spoke with Karen, she wants to know what WOULD be helpful? Sent info to Maturo 
for review.  
 
6. Upcoming professional development for Personalized Learning should be offered during contract hours. 
They should also be tiered for teachers entering at various levels of expertise. Karen is sending out 
information 
 
 
7. Is it possible that we stress to district that scheduling us for meetings (Shay McCorkill) during the day 
DURING our plan time/lunch is extremely stressful and leaves many teachers without a moment to breathe!! 
Our schedules are packed enough with IEP - 504 - Domain - Team Meetings - Grading - Making Parent 
Contacts - Touch base meetings, etc. within our building, and then to have district schedule within our 
school day also is over the top! Teachers should put that on their evaluations. 
 
8.  It is rumored (at least at MN) LA will be co-teaching next year.  There has not be any training in this. 
Renee has members attending Inclusion Conferences, but that is the philosophy not the “how to” 
Co-Teaching - Lots of philosophy but no training thus far; teachers are concerned about how this will be 
implemented, especially with the 1:1 rollout next year 

1. Nick - He is going to create an FAQ about it. 
2. Duhig - We have heard the “why” but don’t have a clear picture of the “how”. 
3. Langelund - People are looking for some assistance and training. 
4. HEA will find out if there are teachers out there who are being asked to co-teach and have not 

received any training? 
 
 
 
 
Middle School South  
 
Tower  

 



Townline 
 

 


